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CRAFTING COFFEE WITH EARTHLY SIMPLICITY

This remarkable machine brings simplicity and reliability to your coffee 
brewing experience, grounded in functionality and ease of use.
This is a sleek and practical machine designed to seamlessly fit into 
any setting due to its compact size. It features thermosyphon circula-
tion and electronic infusion for optimal coffee extraction. 
The automatic group cleaning ensures hassle-free maintenance, whi-
le the coffee dosing programmability allows for precise control, ensu-
ring baristas’ focus remains on crafting perfect brews. 
With stainless-steel steam wands, it empowers baristas to craft velvety 
milk textures that elevate beverage offerings. 
This machine is available in both automatic and semi-automatic ver-
sions, ensuring a tailored coffee journey that meets diverse preferen-
ces and requirements. 
With two captivating color options, this compact powerhouse effort-
lessly complements any setting.
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FEATURES

AUTOMATIC ELECTRONIC LEVEL CONTROL
Hassle-free water level management with our automated 
electronic control system.

PREMIUM STAINLESS STEEL STEAM WANDS
The AISI 304 stainless steel steam wands feature a high ma-
nual sensitivity control system for steam production and de-
livery, allowing precise steaming capabilities.

AUTOMATED CLEANING
The automatic cleaning cycle takes care of the brew groups, 
ensuring hygienic and hassle-free maintenance.

AUTONOMOUS CUP PROGRAMMING
Tailored doses in the cup can be set through the autonomous 
programming feature, providing convenience and efficiency

OPTIONAL CUP WARMER
An optional cup warmer ensures that your cups are always 
at the optimal temperature, regardless of various climatic 
and environmental conditions

EASY MAINTENANCE 
Quick access to internal parts simplifies technical assistance 
and maintenance procedures allowing baristas to save time 
and effort

RELIABLE VOLUMETRIC PUMP 
The high-performance volumetric pump maintains a con-
stant pressure even with prolonged and simultaneous use of 
multiple functions and groups.
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FEATURES 2 GROUPS VERSION

VOLTAGE 110-115V ~ 220-240V~ 380-415 V 3N~

POWER 3000 W

DIMENSIONS 76 x 56 x 45 cm

NET WEIGHT 62 Kg

GROSS WEIGHT 75 Kg

BOILER 11,5 Lt

TECHNICAL FEATURES

COLOURS

Glossy grey

Glossy white

ON DEMAND

Gas kit

Cup warmer 2 gr

Additional portafilter


